Shooting Australia 2023 Endorsed Events Outline
What is the Shooting Australia 2023 Endorsed Event Series?
Shooting Australia will endorse a number of domestic events during 2023 across the ISSF disciplines.
Shooting Australia will partner with event hosts to deliver these endorsed events.
These endorsed events will be classified as:
Tier 1:
Tier 2:

Endorsed Events – Selection
Endorsed Events – Performance

What will the Domestic Event Series be used for?
➢ Average Performance Score - An opportunity for Athletes to record a score that will go towards
their Average Performance Score (APS).
➢ National Team Selection Series - Events within the Domestic Event Series may be used to form
part of National Team Selection and in accordance with the selection criteria.
➢ Officials and Volunteers - An opportunity for Officials to remain or become active in Officiating at
ISSF events.
How does an event receive Shooting Australia endorsement?
Event Hosts can submit an Expression of Interest to have their event endorsed and form part of the Series.
Shooting Australia will work with the Member Organisations and the High-Performance Committee to ensure
the calendar is well balanced and meets all stakeholder needs.
All endorsed events must meet the minimum requirements for endorsed event delivery. National
Championships Events that are delivered by the Member Organisations will receive automatic endorsement
provided they meet minimum standards.
What are the minimum requirements for delivering an endorsed event?
1. Ranges must be able to facilitate competition to a high standard and in accordance with ISSF rules
and guidelines.
2. Pistol and Rifle ranges must use Electronic Scoring Targets (EST) for Tier 1 events
3. Shotgun ranges must have a minimum of 1x Skeet layout, 2x Trap layouts and the ability to throw
flash targets for finals
4. The events must promote inclusivity for Able-Bodied and Para Athletes
5. The events will be delivered as fair and equitable.
6. The program of events must include
Rifle
Pistol
Shotgun
10m Air Rifle (Open)
10m Air Pistol (M&W)
Trap (M&W)
50m Rifle 3 Position (Open)
25m Sport Pistol Women
Skeet (M&W)
10m Air Rifle Prone (WSPS)
25m Rapid Fire Pistol Men
Mixed Teams events are optional and Shooting Australia will work with Event Hosts should these events be
required to be included to meet High Performance objectives.
How can I submit an Expression of Interest to host an endorsed event?
Visit <INSERT SURVEY MONKEY LINK> to submit an Expressions of Interest by
Friday 12th August, 2022.
Please contact jane@shootingaustralia.org for any further questions.

